
Term T2, 2019

Course Information

Units of Credit: 6

Course Overview

Course Description

This course is designed to enable students to experience the practical applications of a concentrated time
in the field using a variety of media and motifs derived from a first hand encounter with a specific
landscape. By working 'en plein air' from direct observations, this course will deal with the natural world as
a source of ideas and inspiration and practical solutions to working outside the studio environment.
Students will also be required to use the material gathered in the field in developing studio work.

Course Learning Outcomes

On completion of this course, the student should be able to:

1. Investigate and develop coherent research in the field
2. Apply practical research gathered in the field to the organisation, execution and critical evaluation of

ideas and procedures.
3. Recognise the theories and categories of materials that apply to the Australian landscape.
4. Complete a body of work within the allocated times of the field work course

Teaching and Learning in this Course

This courses uses a variety of teaching approaches:

Blended/online

Review - assessment tool
Moodle - learning management system

Assessment

TITLE WEIGHTING ASSESSMENT TYPE

Assessment Task 1 Field Research 60% Art Studio Work

Assessment Task 2 Field Trip Studio Work 40% Art Studio Work

References for this Course

ITINERARY - FOWLERS GAP FIELD TRIP

Important contact details:

Fowlers Gap Research Station

(08) 8081 2511 

www.fowlersgap.unsw.edu.au
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Accommodation in Broken Hill 

Palace Hotel (Mario’s)

(08) 8088 1699 

227 Argent St Broken Hill

-----

 

PLANNING FOR THE FIELD TRIP

The aim of research in the field is to work in and with the environment. Workshops have been organised to
help students to represent, perceive and translate the landscape they are experiencing. The workshops are
not compulsory. The lecturers will demonstrate their own working processes via these workshops. 

The workshops include ‘Plein Aire’ painting, Pin Hole Camera photography, Mono Printing and a Drawing
workshop. The student is invited to witness and emulate how these artists make work about their
experience of the land.

Each lecturer will be available at certain times for feedback and critiques during the field trip. Two critiques
will be held back at the college between the end of the trip and the due date for the projects. (TBA)

Each day after breakfast the group will come together to discuss the program for the day.

There will be an exhibition of work from the Field Trip in 2019.

Suggested starting points for research

- Seeing in Detail - A series of drawings that explore the micro or close up view of land. (artist reference:
Peter Sharp)

- Looking out- create two finished, formatted drawings that deal with illusionary deep taking in concepts
such as atmospheric perspective and linear perspective.

- Walking the Line – Walk a straight line for one kilometre. Record the path that you travelled and the prints
that you made on the ground. Photographically, as well as with drawing. (artist reference: Richard Long)

- Make a Catalogue of Colours that directly use found objects as the material source for the list.

(artist reference: Nikolaus Lang)

- Stop 10 times and do a drawing of a random subject that relates to that spot.

- Same Spot – Leave a drawing started in the same spot, come back to it everyday and add something new
for the length of the entire field trip. (artist reference: John Wolseley)

- Drawing using the sound of the Landscape – Use line to create a drawing that describes the sounds that
you hear when moving around the landscape. (artist reference: Claude Heath)

- Frottage and Collage - Make rubbings of things in the landscape then tear and collage the pieces into a
new format. (artist reference: Max Ernst)

- Activity of the landscape – Use different mapping lines to record the trajectory and paths of animals and
insects moving through the landscape. (artist reference: Tim Knowles)

-----
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WRITING A STUDIO RESEARCH PROPOSAL

What is studio research?

“Research” in the context of studio-based disciplines such as Painting and Drawing can be considered to
be any activity related to the realisation of artworks. It can include collecting visual reference material, the
investigation of any material that influences your practice, the act of making studies and artworks and the
planning, experimentation, decision-making and discoveries inherent in this process.

Why write a proposal?

Writing a proposal helps you to clarify your intentions within your own mind as well as with your lecturer. It
is the basis of a focused line of inquiry, essential for effective studio-based research. Too much time can
be wasted at the beginning of session trying to locate a sense of direction in your work. The sooner you
begin to set down your interests and ideas in a formal proposal the better. The particular set of ideas and
intentions described in your proposal should not be seen as a binding contract for work to be done, but a
general guide for studio research that should evolve during the process of realising the proposed project.
It is beneficial for an artist to develop the skills required for writing a good proposal. These skills will also
be useful for tasks related to your professional practice as an artist such as writing statements about your
work and applying for grants and residencies.

Guidelines for Writing a Proposal:

Introduction, background: Does the project follow on from or respond to your earlier work? Avoid
writing anything overly biographical. Information should be succinct, relevant and formal in tone.
Subject Matter (Motif or Content). This describes what it is you will be painting or drawing, i.e., what
is the source of your proposed imagery?
Form: what it will look like. Formal properties, i.e., elements & principles of design. How do you
intend to depict the subject matter?
Process. A description of the intended techniques and materials involved in the project. How do you
intend to make the work?
Rationale (Motive) – the context of the image. Why are you making this work of art? What is the
rationale behind depicting/referencing the subject matter in the intended style/form/context? How is
the project linked conceptually and materially to your individual creative outlook?
Intended number & dimensions of work
References/influences. Describe the cultural framework for the project and the influences –
theoretical and aesthetic (the ideas and other artists) that have influenced you in the development of
your project.
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